Hacked
No matter how careful or cautious you are, you may find your computer or your
information compromised at some point. Please notify the help desk or information
security team if this is the case. The faster you report an incident, the less damage
the attackers can do.
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Hacked
Using technology on the Internet is like driving a car. You take steps to protect yourself, but an accident
can happen at any time. Technology is no different. You can take the proper steps to protect yourself, but
your computer or personal information might still be hacked. The key to protecting yourself is detecting and
responding to an incident as soon as possible. If you notice something is wrong and react quickly, you can
save yourself and our organization a great deal of time and trouble. Here are some common indicators you
have been compromised.

Your Accounts
One of the first places you may detect a problem is with your login accounts, such as your online banking,
work email or any other resource that requires a login and password. The first indication you may be hacked
is if you can no longer log in and your password does not work. If you know you are using the correct login
and password but your log in attempts keep failing, a cyber attacker may have hacked into your account and
changed your password.

If your password fails on a work account, contact the help desk or information security immediately. The sooner
you contact them, the faster they can respond and stop the attacker. If it is not a work-related account, contact
the administrators of the website. Every website should have a contact email address or phone number. If
you believe your password has been hacked, check to see if you are using the same password on any other
accounts. If you are using the same password on other accounts, change them immediately.

Your Computer
Your computer is a primary target for many criminals. Unfortunately, determining if your computer is hacked is
not as easy as it may seem. When computers are hacked, they often perform slowly, crash frequently or may
even randomly reboot. How can you tell whether your computer is hacked or if it is just acting up? Here are
some common indicators:

•

Your anti-virus generates an alert. Your anti-virus software should scan your computer every time you
save, open or run a file. If it finds a virus on your system, your computer may be infected.
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•

Your browser is taking you to unwanted websites or random websites open on your screen and you
cannot close them. Cyber criminals will sometimes reprogram your computer to take you to websites
you do not want to go.

•

Your friends or coworkers tell you they are receiving odd messages from your Facebook, Twitter or email
accounts that you know you did not send. This may also indicate that these accounts are compromised.

•

Finally, you believe you may have accidently installed suspicious software. You might have clicked on
software you did not mean to install and now believe you may have infected your computer.

If you believe your computer, mobile device or work account has been compromised, do not attempt to
fix the problem yourself. Instead, stop using it and contact your help desk or security team immediately.
Play it safe. It is far better to report a system that is not compromised than it is to fail to report a system
that is compromised.

!

The Human Sensor

Our organization has a highly trained security team dedicated to helping protect you. These professionals are experts
who understand cyber attackers and know what to do to protect against them. This team helped design and deploy
many of the technologies we are using, including our anti-virus and firewalls. In addition, our security team is constantly
monitoring our networks and looking for the latest attacks on our organization.
However, our security team cannot always guard everything. We need your help in protecting our organization. One
way you can help our security team is to alert them if you think you see an infected computer or believe our information
has been lost or stolen. Employees like you are often the first to see or find something wrong. Our security team will be
happy to hear from you; they know you are trying to help.
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